
Nathan Askew from Sikeston, MO with our second swamp monster of 
2019. Nathan came two days after the season opened and took this 10'3" 
consolation prize on a cancellation hunt. B&C green score 28 3/16", SCI  
28 7/16". We have a video of Nathan shooting this bear at 40 yards on 
our web site at www.aktrophyadventures.com. Guide: Hank Flatow

Allen Shearer from Belfair, WA with his beautiful ram from the Chugach 
Mts. 41 2/8 x 40 6/8 x 13 4/8, Official B&C score 164 2/8. This old boy 
was living in some very steep and rugged terrain and they had to stalk 
him at night because it was so open. It worked—they took him at first 
light on opening morning. Great job, Allen. Guide: Hank Flatow

Kara Robertson from Big Piney, WY with her fantastic dream ram.  
42 6/8 x 39 1/8 x 13 7/8. Official B&C score 168 5/8. This was Kara’s 
third Dall sheep hunt and first with us. This is the first legal ram she had 
seen on those hunts and she made it count. It was a lot of hard work 
and some great shooting but what a way to break the jinx, Kara. Guide: 
Mike Petersen

Chad Tiller from Wayne, WV (left) and guide Hank Flatow (right) with 
one of our genuine swamp monsters. This huge bear squared 10'4" and 
its skull green scored 28 1/16" B&C. SCI 28 9/16". Chad took this bear 
at first light on opening day. He is the fattest bear we have ever taken. 
Guide: Hank Flatow
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SCI. Our rifle hunter that didn’t take a bear came late and didn’t start 
hunting until six days into the season. He passed on about a 9'3" boar 
on the second day and never got on a good bear after that. Our fourth 
hunter was a bow hunter and we passed on several bears that were in 
the 8 ½- to 9-foot range thinking we could find one bigger. We were 
counting on a couple of places we hunt later in the season that in the 
past have always produced good bears. We got a rude surprise when 
we discovered that beavers had dammed the creeks during summer’s 
extreme drought, when the water levels were at record lows. No fish 
could get past the dams so there were no bears at all on the creeks. It 
was too late to relocate by then. We did see an encouraging number of 
young boars this year and a number of big bears that we didn’t harvest. 
We are planning on taking six hunters in the fall of 2021 and expect to 
have good hunting.

BROWN/GRIZZLY BEAR & BLACK BEAR OVER BAIT - We had three 
hunters for our baited hunts this year and took one grizzly and two black 
bear. Our successful grizzly hunter didn’t want to shoot a black bear. It 
was a strange year for brown/grizzly over the baits. A good bear would 
show up and then not return for a week or more. One hunter could 
only stay six days and never got a chance at a grizzly, and the other 
passed on several smaller grizzlies waiting for something bigger. We 
are still seeing lots of black bears. I’m not sure why the bears were so 
inconsistent coming in this year but we hope they are back to a more 
reliable routine for 2020.

MOOSE - We had two hunters draw moose tags and couldn’t come 
because of a hurricane and personal reasons. Guide Hank Flatow drew 
one so I flew him in. He took a great 68" bull the next day, the biggest 
bull we’ve seen in at least 8 years. We saw a good number of bulls in 
the 54- to 62-inch class this year and hope to draw a couple of hunters 
again in 2020.

We again give a big Thank You to all of our crew for working very hard to 
make sure everyone had a great and enjoyable hunt. Hank, Mark, Nolan, 
Rick, TJ, Mike P., Mike G., Jordan, Aaron, Jennell, Tucker and Riley, you are 
the best. We hope everyone has a great 2020—we are going to do our 
best to make sure all our clients do.

Dan Montgomery   Loren Karro
Master Guide #173                    Registered Guide #941

Judd Johnson (right) from Riverton, UT and guide Mike Petersen (left) 
with the 9 2/8" billy Judd took. It took a couple of days with storms and 
adversity but this billy finally gave them the opportunity they needed on 
day three. Good shooting, Judd. Guide: Mike Petersen
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2019 was a SUPER year for sheep and goats. We went 100% on sheep 
and 6 for 7 on goats. We had great weather until September 1st and it 
was storm after storm from there on out. We had to work harder for 
our bears. A summer of severe drought affected animal movement, 
especially bears. We had great hard-working hunters that took a high 
number of truly exceptional trophies. 

SHEEP - We went 8 for 8 on sheep for the second year in a row. We drew 
seven hunters but one cancelled because of financial issues. We also 
took the governor’s permit holder and a resident bow hunter. Our six rifle 
taken rams that were not broomed averaged 40 4/8". Their horn lengths 
were 42 6/8, 41 2/8, 40 2/8, 40, 39 4/8 and 39 3/8. Our double-broomed 
ram was 36 2/8 and our bow hunter took a 4 year old on the first day 
that was 28 x 13 3/8. Our rifle rams were between 9 and 13 years old. 
Our horn length average for the last 10 years is over 40 inches. If you 
want to get a big, old Dall ram, the Chugach draw hunts are the place to 
go. There are more big ones still out there.

GOATS - We had seven goat hunters this year and took six nice big billies. 
Our one unsuccessful hunter only hunted one day because of a severe 
storm, then he had to leave early for an urgent meeting and couldn’t 
make it back. Our biggest billy went 10 1/8" with 5 3/8" bases and had 
an official B&C score of 49 6/8. One billy had about ½-inch broken off 
of both horn tips and the other five averaged 9 2/8". Their horn lengths 
were 10 1/8, 9 3/8, 9 2/8, 9, and 8 6/8. The tipped billy was 8 3/8". We 
had 30% draw success for our goat hunters this year. We have some of 
the easiest and best goat hunting in North America in our area. Four of 
our six goat hunters had to walk downhill to hunt their goats. We are 
now 53 for 55 on goats for the last 12 years and they were all billies. 
Both of our unsuccessful hunters only hunted one day.

BROWN BEAR, ALASKA PENINSULA - We only ended up taking four 
brown bear hunters this fall and took two bears. We had three hunters 
cancel late and two of our hunters came after the season opened. We 
took two exceptional bears that squared 10'4" and 10'3" with B&C 
green skulls of 28 1/16 and 28 3/16. They went 28 9/16 and 28 7/16 

Steve Hornady from Grand Island, NE with his great 11 year old   ram.  
40 0/8 x 38 4/8 x 12 7/8, B&C green score 158 6/8. At 70 years old Steve 
won the match between these two on the ram’s mountain. Congratulations 
Steve on a great trophy, you earned him. Guide: Rick Parker



Joe Milosevich (left) from Vanderwagen, NM and friend Rick Murphy 
(right) with Joe’s wonderful, tight-curled 11 year old ram. 39 4/8 x  
38 4/8 x 12 7/8. B&C green score 157 3/8. Joe turned 66 in July and has 
been putting in with us for 12 years and finally drew. After climbing 
around the rugged Chugach trying to get on this ram, he said it was none 
to soon. Guide: Mike Petersen

Brock Branson from Genola, UT with his impressive 13 year old ram. 40 
2/8 x 39 7/8 x 13 3/8. Official B&C score 161 3/8. Brock and family had 
to go through some extremely rough and vertical terrain stalking this old 
boy after he bedded, looking away. They pulled it off. Outstanding stalk, 
guys. Guide: Nolan Eck

Charlie Caligiuri from Grimes, IA with his handsome, flaring, 9 year old 
ram from unit 14C. 39 3/8 x 35 0/8 x 13. B&C green score 153 1/8. This 
is Charlie’s first ram and he had to go in 15 miles to get him. He said it 
was worth every bit of the effort but he did catch a bad case of sheep 
fever. Guide: Hank Flatow

Rich Sellers from Vacaville, CA with his giant old billy. 10 1/8 x  
10 x 5 3/8, Official B&C score 49 6/8, 10 years old. We’ve watched this 
big brute for 3 years but he wouldn’t leave his hiding spot under the 
glacier until after dark. Rich camped on him and got him just at dark. 
Guide: TJ Bertek

Jeff Mornarich (right) from Roseburg, OR and friend Travis Anderson 
(left) with Jeff’s wonderful 10 year old, 36 2/8" double-broomer ram. 
Jeff couldn’t pass up this old warrior even though they had located a 
much bigger ram the day before. He said it was the perfect ram for him. 
Guide: Hank Flatow

Hank Flatow from Helena, MT with his awesome 68" bull moose. B&C 
green score 215. We had two hunters that were not able to make it on 
this hunt for different reasons so Hank got to go, and he made it count 
on the first day.  Guide: Mike Petersen



This is a picture of Nathan Askew and his 10' 3" brown bear hide 
hanging on the outside of our salting shed.

Larry Kolek from Clovis, NM with his beautiful 9 year old billy. Larry is 
72 years old and got this 9" billy on his first morning of hunting. It was 
our third try at getting him in the field because of bad weather. Guide: 
Hank Flatow

This is a picture of Rich Sellers’ big 10 1/8" billy laying in his glacier 
hiding spot where we had seen him for 3 years. Rich got him late that 
evening just before dark. Picture by Guide TJ Bertek.

The Mitchell family (left to right) Bodi, Scott, Kooper, Kasslie and 
Necole with Kasslie’s big billy.  9 3/8" x 4/8, B&C green score 48 2/8. 
The Mitchells made this a family affair and had an amazing adventure 
hunting Kasslie and Kooper’s goats together in this spectacular glacier-
covered landscape. Guide: TJ Bertek

Phillip Mendoza from Anchorage, AK with the archery ram he took on 
his first day in the field. 28" x 13 3/8", 4 years old. Phillip shot this ram 
at 6 yards when the group of rams he was in literally ran over the top of 
them in the alders. Guide: Hank Flatow

Kooper Mitchell (left) and sister Kasslie (right) with Kooper’s good 8 
6/8" billy. Kooper shot this billy going away and hit it in the back of the 
head. He blew both horns off but they were both recovered with no 
damage. Guide: TJ Bertek


